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 Compiled by Herbert Shelton, the founder of the organic hygiene movement, this traditional has
been the leading primer for anyone wanting guidance on which foods should and really should not
be eaten at the same meal for over sixty years. Total facsimile of the initial edition, not reproduced
with Optical Reputation Software.2013 Reprint of 1951 Edition. Shelton was referred to as the father
of food combining and was among the first to advocate fasting and natural foods as recovery
therapies. Visitors will learn why combinations of acids, fat, starches, sugars, and proteins disrupt
the normal procedures of digestion. Shelton was nominated by the American Vegetarian Party to
run as its applicant for President of the United States in 1956. He noticed himself because the
champion of original Natural hygiene ideas from the 1830s.
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Excellent and concise; I eat the items I like The ideas are sound and food combining makes sense. I
was assigned to read this book within my coursework in Naturopathic Eclectic Medication. I would
recommend the book, just modify what you like to fit the principle most of the time.The writer is a
Hygienist rather than Dietitian. The Dietitian (as implied by the author) concerns himself principal with
the nutrition in the menu. He might or might not concern himself with suitable digestibility of these
foods. anyone having digestive issues or allergy problems would benefit greatly from understanding
what this publication explains.] The Hygienist is concerned primarily with the digestibility of those
nutrients when eaten in a balanced diet. Awesome eating tips. His concepts are good but also there
is contradiction I strongly buy into the concept but the publication is visually hard to learn., but it
requires a commitment on the part of the reader for the remedy to work (as do all lasting rewards
in lifestyle). Those different foods should not be eaten at the same time. However, it is concise,
provable, and comprehensive; well worth the go through. They got into too much junk food and
needed to get back to basics. My issue with it is that no-one - especially me. I use it frequently as a
reference publication. That said, I've been mindful of meals combining for a long time and it makes
an enormous difference in the way your gut feels after eating and in maintaining your weight down. I
eat the items I like. I simply eat them according to the combining principles. I used never to eat fruit
since it produced me itchy and painful. The Get rid of for Bloating, Constipation, Foul Stools &
EASILY have it for lunch I wait before proteins in my stomach have died about 3-5 hours depending
on just how much I ate and then have a late fruit lunch time. I don't consume fruit for dinner. I don't
combine starches with protein and no longer get heartburn. Although book's focus is mainly on
proper eating habits for optimum digestion, the final chapter describes how appropriate nutrition is
one facet (though an important one) of a healthy body, so that nutrition must be worked into a
complete wellness program in order to succeed in wellness maintenance or recovery from disease. I
cheated the other day and had potato chips with a fish supper, but I ate the chips last and not too
many of them so as, hopefully never to inhibit the production of pepsin which is necessary to
breakdown protein. I did get yourself a hint of acid reflux, but limited to a few mins. to understand
the development of different perspectives on this subject. Now I can have all I'd like I simply dont eat
anything else for 2-3 hours after, that's easily have it for breakfast.wants to consume in food
groupings leaving hours between ingesting each a single. Who knew that our food could rot in our
stomach? Five Stars excellent reas. Your body makes one acid to digest protein (the patty) and a
different acid to digest the carb (the bun). When you Eat a burger, your body pours out both acids,
which neutralize one another and the food sits, ferments, rots and hardens. Some foods need to be
digested by acid in the belly, and some food needs to be digested by an alkaline secretions. Pick
up this publication and swap your preferred abominable food combos for simple, easy to digest
meals.... Yuck. .The ideas to be mastered for proper food combos are not trivial, so the book may
require several reads. It offers the entire knowledge of how the digestive tract works with the
different food groups. very educational This little handbook certainly gave me all the details I was
looking for. This reserve explains this process and gives a list of the foods that should not be eaten
simultaneously. It makes myself feel better. Some foods need to be digested by acid in the . Gas
This book explains proper food combinations for digestion, nutrient absorption and elimination. I like
having the information so I can make my very own decisions predicated on knowledge. [I
understand that there are many degrees of knowledge in the field called Dietitian, therefore i am not
really intentionally stereotyping. Bought for my son's family which includes teenagers who like to
cook Bought for my son's family which includes teenagers who like to cook. I take advantage of it
as a handbook. They all loved it! Useful primarily as a traditional document. I am a great admirer of
Shelton's publication on Fasting. That one will not impress me as much. It really is useful if viewed as



a historical document; Well that's it. But I'd consult the newer dietary literature before adopting any
particular watch as to "food combining".The concepts trained in the book are very helpful in
remedying dyspepsia, gas, sleepless, etc. Not enough white space or paragraph separation. His
ideas are good but also there's contradiction. This issue is complex and unless you know the
fundamentals, this demonstration is a bit hard to check out. It makes me personally feel better. Or a
hamburger is certainly a culinary "Abomination" Well, it's basic. Will try food combining. Five Stars
Very informative Great info, is practical, even the basics made a huge difference. Very good
information. Just implementing the most key ideas made a huge difference in eliminating indigestion.
Those being eating sugary or acid fruits or sugary foods on an empty stomach rather than
combining them or eating them after proteins foods or starches, and avoiding combinations of meat
and dairy (which I no longer eat or drink dairy anyhow) or slow-digesting proteins, such as for
example nuts, rather than drinking significant amounts of liquids after eating. Just by doing these
things I hardly ever get indigestion any more. Five Stars as advertised Great publication. Awesome
eating tips Great book. Even good food, if not really eaten in compatible mixture with other foods is
poorly digested (fermentation), weakening instead of strengthening the body. Very usefull tool to
optimize your body and overall health. Clear and explicit publication. Provide good details and
practical equipment to regulate your body also to understand everything that we consume daily.
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